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Hostile Narrative Brief: 

War in Ukraine (November 2022) 

Introduction: 

Since the beginning of March, the International Republican Institute’s Beacon Project has produced 

regular briefs on hostile narratives related to the war in Ukraine. As Russia’s war of aggression 

continues, the Beacon Project has contracted local analysts in multiple central and eastern European 

countries to help support this monitoring initiative. 

 

The month of November was marked by one significant incident which highlighted the unintended 

consequence of war and the potential for Russia’s war of aggression to expand beyond Ukrainian 

territory. On November 15 a Ukrainian surface-to-air missile accidentally landed in Polish territory 

killing two people as Ukrainian missile defenses responded to one of the largest barrages of Russian 

missiles since the beginning of the war. This incident provided additional context to anti-Ukrainian 

messaging, including the three topics monitored in this report series: sanctions, refugees, and NATO. 

 

Despite initial fears that a Ukrainian missile landing in Polish territory might increase anti-Ukrainian 

sentiment, the opposite was largely true. The incident was widely seen as a result of Russia’s war of 

aggression and not the fault of Ukrainian in their attempt to defend their citizens from the Russian 

onslaught. The incident did, however, provide additional opportunities for messaging that has the 

potential to erode support for Ukraine. Some of the most significant points were unfortunate messaging 

by Ukrainian President Zelensky implying that it was a Russian missile rather than Ukrainian and some 

officials of NATO governments who also suggested it was a Russian attack on a NATO country. 

Furthermore, a misguided policy from the Polish government to wait hours before releasing official 

communications on the incident also ceded space in the media environment for disinformation and other 

forms of hostile messaging to spread. 

 

The second most important context for messaging during the month of November was the economic 

crisis and the implications the coming winter has for citizens to heat their homes and maintain their 

standards of living. Concerns around household energy security were specifically covered at length in 

a special report published on 05 December, but continued to provide a backdrop for much of the hostile 

narratives and will continue to be followed in future monthly reports. The biggest risks related to 

economic concerns stem largely from political opportunists using the economic crisis as a means of 

attacking national governments and the European Union in an attempt to gain political advantage. 

Although still largely limited to actors in the political extremes, a particularly harsh winter or worsening 

economic conditions could encourage more mainstream parties to attempt to take advantage of the 

situation. 

 

Overall Top Line Summary: 

• The countries with the highest proportion of potentially hostile content in their media space in 

November are the Czech Republic (19.2%), Slovakia (18.8%), and Romania (18.6%) . 

• The proportion of potentially hostile content on the three topics monitored across all countries 

were refugees (25.4%), sanctions (17.1%), and NATO (11.4%). 

• The high number of potentially hostile content was largely driven by broader economic 

concerns rather than targeted anti-refugee narratives based on manual analysis of Facebook 

content. 

• The sanctions topic was also largely driven by broader concerns of economic uncertainty and 

anxiety around energy security. 

• NATO received largely positive coverage as a result of the missile incident in Poland and the 

Alliance’s foreign minister meeting in Bucharest. 

https://www.iribeaconproject.org/our-work-analysis-and-insights/2022-07-29/hostile-narrative-brief-war-ukraine
https://www.iribeaconproject.org/our-work-analysis-and-insights/2022-07-29/hostile-narrative-brief-war-ukraine
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Russian Embassy Activity: 

(View on the interactive dashboard) 

 

• Monitoring of 44 Official Russian Embassy Facebook pages across Europe show an increase 

in posting activity from the summer months with October and November each recording an 

average of 73 posts/day compared to 71 posts/day in August. 

• The Russian Embassies in Slovakia and Romania remain highly active based on the number of 

posts made in the November. 

 

 

 

• The Russian Embassy in Slovakia had the best performing post (18x better than their average 

post) in November with a post of gratitude to those who lit candles on the graves of Red Army 

soldiers on All Saints Day, using it as an opportunity to continue the Russian Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs modus operandi of using references to World War II to communicate their 

narratives. 

 

Original (Slovak+Russian) Machine Translation (Slovak+English) 

  
 

 

 

https://dash-iribeaconproject.org/special-projects/embassy-activity-monitor/
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Country Overviews: War and Energy Security 

Bulgaria 

 

Analysts: 

 

 Tihomira Doncheva 
Center for Information, Democracy, and Citizenship 
 
 Devora Kotseva, Todor Kiriakov  
A Data Pro 
 

Lubomir Donchev, Valentin Valkanov 
Human and Social Studies Foundation 
 
Nikola Tulechki 
Data for Good 

   

 

Top Line Summary: 

● Reports of Ukrainian refugees complaining to the EU about Bulgaria’s treatment elicited 

a strong and largely negative response from social media users. The end of the month saw 

an increase in the number of Ukrainians leaving the country. 

● Existing hostile narratives related to the economic burden of the sanctions, and Russia’s 

alleged ability to withstand their impact, continued to be prominent in social media 

conversations. 

● Two major events in November heightened the public discourse around NATO’s role. A 

decision to send military aid to Ukraine prompted many to ask whether Bulgaria is about 

to take an active role in the war. The errant missiles that fell on Polish soil also inspired 

questions as to NATO’s readiness to activate article 5. 

● Notably, Italy’s decision to take control over Lukoil’s refinery in Sicily made the 

headlines in Bulgaria. Many in Bulgaria saw a possible intervention into Lukoil’s 

business as threatening to domestic energy security and prices. Others, however, used the 

example from Italy as a potential action towards the refinery in Bulgaria too. Democratic 

Bulgaria (DB) proposed a bill, which would enable the Bulgarian government to take 

control over the refinery or other energy sector enterprises in case of alleged uncertainty 

about domestic energy security. The bill is yet to pass parliamentary approval. 

● In November, there were also several occasions of suspicious and/or coordinated activity 

on Facebook. On 3 November, the day the Bulgarian Parliament voted in favor of sending 

weapons to Ukraine, five Facebook pages shared the same image in the span of an hour, 

with another page following suit the next day. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tihomiradoncheva/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/devora-kotseva-a366769b/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/todor-kiriakov-146bb1116/
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Anti-Refugee: 

 

 

Key Findings: Hostile sentiment towards Ukrainian refugees prevailed in November. That was 

especially true on Facebook, where 88% of the most popular publications expressed some form of 

hostility. Much of the content in the first half of the month related to news about Ukrainians 

protesting against the changes to a government housing scheme. The particular focus on Ukrainian 

protests against the living conditions reinforced the existing anti-refugee notions that Ukrainians are 

ungrateful and spoiled “tourists”.  

This concept was later exploited by public figures such as Tsoncho Ganev, a member of the far-right 

and pro-Russian Revival party. An article, with a potential audience on Facebook of over 945,000 

people, reported that Ukrainians sent a letter to the government demanding better integration policies 

and threatening to appeal to the EU to decrease or cease funding for the Ukrainian refugees in 

Bulgaria if their conditions were not met. It received decidedly negative feedback amongst Facebook 

users, who often suggested that the Ukrainian refugees should return to Ukraine or move to a 

wealthier EU country instead.  

Original (Bulgarian) Machine Translation 

  

Screenshot swomen.eu 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/100064628534852/posts/493401549490792
https://www.facebook.com/100068444113474/posts/438461081778692
https://swoman.eu/ukrainci-s-apel-do-evropa-sprete-parite-na-balgariya-za-bezhancite-ot-vojnata/
https://swoman.eu/ukrainci-s-apel-do-evropa-sprete-parite-na-balgariya-za-bezhancite-ot-vojnata/
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Original (Bulgarian) Machine Translation 

  

Screenshot novini.bg 

On 15 November, the government’s announcement that Ukrainian refugees would be allowed to 

remain at hotels until February 2023, further ignited discussions on how they should be housed. By 

the end of November, several media sources had reported that the majority of Ukrainian refugees 

housed in Elhovo’s distribution center had decided to leave the country and seek shelter in Romania 

instead. Some of the hotels, housing refugees, announced that they would start evicting Ukrainian 

refugees due to a lack of funding for free meals.  

Media outlets also regularly shared publications about Ukrainians allegedly wreaking havoc abroad 

and mistreating locals, calling for an end to this “misplaced solidarity”.   

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 12 12% 88 88% 

Twitter 59 84% 11 16% 

Total 71 42% 99 58% 

 

Assessed Audience: General Public 

The controversies surrounding the extension of the re-housing program and the protests targeted the 

apolitical general public. Comments by far right and pro-Russian public figures usually only appeal to 

their electorate, now they have the potential to appeal to the average citizen, concerned about getting 

through the upcoming winter. 

Risk Assessment: High 

Potential Impact: In the first half of the month, there was continuing worry about the potential for a 

new wave of Ukrainian refugees in the upcoming months, which was exploited by media outlets and 

social media accounts seeking to undermine support for refugees in Bulgaria. This could exacerbate 

the current anti-refugee narratives and increase their negative impact on the general population. Public 

figures doubling down on the assumption that Ukrainians are given more privileges than Bulgarian 

citizens can erode state and individual support for refugees. Given the unstable domestic political 

situation and the lack of consistent government-level support for Ukrainian refugees, it is likely that 

the number of Ukrainians fleeing Bulgaria to return to Ukraine or move to another country will 

increase in the upcoming months. 

https://www.facebook.com/137067849693216/posts/5975859039147372
https://www.facebook.com/137067849693216/posts/5975859039147372
https://www.facebook.com/100069285224041/posts/446780540974783
https://www.facebook.com/100069285224041/posts/446780540974783
http://informaciq.eu/?p=6530
https://nup-pro.com/bejanka-ot-ukrajna-sydi-priiutila-q-britanka-za-robovladelstvo-zashtoto-q-karala-da-si-mie-chiniite/
https://www.facebook.com/504044856372908/posts/5345505775560101
https://www.facebook.com/504044856372908/posts/5345505775560101
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Anti-Sanction: 

 

Key Findings: A review of the most popular social media posts showed an equal division between 

those more likely to promote hostile and non-hostile content. However, this was skewed by results 

from Twitter which tends to be a more liberal userbase and not representative of the general public. 

On Facebook alone, hostile messages made up 61% of the content in the top 100 most interacted with 

posts. Compared to Twitter, where non-hostile posts outnumbered the hostile ones by a 3:1 ratio. The 

sanctions and the recent decision to send weapons to Ukraine were both referenced often in debates 

among politicians. In a rare TV appearance, GERB party leader and former prime minister, Boyko 

Borissov, praised his political rivals from We Continue the Change (PP) and Democratic Bulgaria 

(DB) for supporting the military aid. At the same time, he accused the former governing coalition, 

which included both PP and DB, of violating the sanctions by purchasing Russian oil and gas. A 

media report suggesting that the PP-led former government had breached the sanctions by awarding a 

software services contract to a Russian-owned firm was repeatedly shared by Facebook users.  

As the beginning of the EU’s embargo on Russian oil approached, the caretaker government’s 

decision to pursue the export of petroleum products made from Russian crude at a Russian-owned 

refinery drew increased criticism from politicians and pundits.  

Pro-Russian Facebook groups and pages posted that the sanctions are designed to establish a global 

US hegemony. One of the most widely-shared publications came from a blogger and conservative 

activist, who claimed that Bulgaria’s adherence to the sanctions contradicts its national interest. A 

commentary that likened the sanctions to a “joke” and exalted Moscow’s supposed economic and 

military strength became popular, gaining close to 5K interactions in total. The Russian Embassy in 

Sofia chimed in, claiming that the sanctions hurt Europe much more than Russia. Many fringe outlets 

shared a fabricated quote by High Representative Josep Borrell supposedly claiming that heating 

homes above 17 degrees was a crime against European values. It also circulated on social media, 

despite being debunked by the Bulgarian National Radio. Its reach was further amplified after it was 

reposted by far-right politicians Tsoncho Ganev (Revival party) and Volen Siderov (Attack party). 

  

https://www.facebook.com/100044646030256/posts/666995748131954
https://www.facebook.com/104180451784581/posts/457783679757588
https://www.facebook.com/100063479959643/posts/582276043898389
https://www.facebook.com/100044293994054/posts/691031262383334
https://www.facebook.com/100068951748276/posts/437456598562728
https://www.facebook.com/308013132571255/photos/a.961659797206582/5627228427316339/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/308013132571255/photos/a.961659797206582/5627228427316339/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/100063689740898/posts/567573992042254
https://www.facebook.com/100044326424732/posts/684814056339469
https://www.facebook.com/100064737667280/posts/516542650513653
https://bnr.bg/post/101741031/jozep-borel
https://www.facebook.com/100063477739510/posts/587242436735009
https://www.facebook.com/100044325884778/posts/684878462999677
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Original (Bulgarian) Machine Translation 

 
 

 

Original (Bulgarian) Machine Translation 
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Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 39 39% 61 61% 

Twitter 31 76% 10 24% 

Total 70 50% 71 50% 

 

Assessed Audience: General Public 

Due to a tense political situation, many politicians adopted various anti-sanctions-related narratives in 

populist attempts to win over the general public's support. 

Risk Assessment: Medium 

Potential Impact: Russian supporters tend to highlight that many countries have retained or even 

expanded their trade ties with Moscow. Such notions can further erode the already limited general 

support for sanctions, coming mainly from worries about internal economic instabilities. In the current 

tense political environment, parties accuse each other of openly or covertly supporting Moscow. The 

repetition of these narratives could increase attitudes of distrust towards politicians’ commitments to 

the anti-Russia sanctions.  

Anti-NATO: 

 

Key Findings: Non-hostile messages slightly outnumbered the hostile ones during the month. 

However, the bulk of the non-hostile conversation again took place on Twitter, whereas Facebook, 

which is considered to be more representative of the general public, witnessed most of the hostile 

publications. Two major events in November fueled media coverage related to NATO: the Bulgarian 

parliament’s decision to send weapons and military aid to Ukraine, and the deadly incident in which 

two errant rockets landed on Polish territory. The spike in NATO mentions is clearly visible the day 

after the accident in Poland on November 16. Regarding military aid, media outlets have been writing 

about the current inventory reviews in the military warehouses, which show what armament the 

government is able to send to Ukraine. However, the positive coverage in relation to the NATO 

narrative ends here, with 68% of the most engaged Facebook content containing hostile messages.  

The incident in Poland provoked contradictory sentiment towards NATO allies. The major political 

parties in the Parliament were more cautious with statements on the topic, while the pro-Russian 

Revival party used the uncertainty of the situation to question the willingness of the Alliance to 

https://news.bg/politics/do-kraya-na-sedmitsata-kazvame-kakvo-orazhie-davame-na-ukrayna.html
https://www.svobodnaevropa.bg/a/32130244.html
https://www.svobodnaevropa.bg/a/32130244.html
https://www.standartnews.com/balgariya-politika/kakva-solidarnost-za-zabludena-raketa-nezdavisimo-dali-e-ruska-ili-ukrainska-509338.html
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activate article 5 if needed. MEP Ivo Hristov commented on the missile crash, suggesting that the 

EU’s continuous support for Ukraine could be abused by Kyiv. Hristov, who is a member of the 

Bulgarian Socialist Party (BSP), also speculated that the Ukrainian government, which claimed that 

the missile’s origin was Russian, wanted to engage NATO and the rest of Europe in the war. BSP 

made the news on 26 November as well when its supporters rallied against the government’s decision 

to send weapons to Ukraine. BSP’s leader Kornelia Ninova shared a post on her Facebook page 

calling for Bulgaria’s neutrality and a peaceful resolution. 

 

Original (Bulgarian) Machine Translation 

  

 

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 25 25% 75 75% 

Twitter 86 83% 14 17% 

Total 111 55% 89 45% 

  

Assessed Audience: General Public 

Influential public figures are divided in their opinions on both hot topics during this reporting period. 

This rift further amplifies the discourse and allows for a wider audience to be influenced by negative 

messaging. There is a popular argument that sending weapons to Ukraine risks Bulgaria taking an active 

part in the war, while its support is seen as too limited to influence the course of the war. Moreover, 

sending military equipment to Ukraine will compromise the country’s own defense. When the argument 

is made in this way, coupled with a common narrative that Bulgaria’s defense is outdated and very 

limited, the ordinary citizen is more likely to be influenced by anti-NATO sentiments.  

Potentially wider reaching are comments asking ironically whether NATO will go to war with Ukraine. 

Pro-Russian media figures also play scenarios where Ukraine poses as Russia to fire rockets into Poland 

and thus provoke the activation of Article 5. Russian MFA spokeswomen, Maria Zakharova, also made 

a public statement blaming the Bulgarian government for sending military aid to Ukraine, and accusing 

them of  bearing ‘full responsibility for prolonging the war in Ukraine.’ Such statements could further 

rekindle an old West vs East discourse amongst the Bulgarian public.  

https://www.facebook.com/Ivo.Hristov.Petkov/videos/1938279863032507/
https://www.facebook.com/Ivo.Hristov.Petkov/videos/1938279863032507/
https://www.facebook.com/100044213360382/posts/702425727907866
https://www.facebook.com/100044213360382/posts/702425727907866
https://www.svobodnaevropa.bg/a/32070316.html
https://segabg.com/node/229392
https://www.facebook.com/100063706860379/posts/553203546813203
https://www.facebook.com/100050630253144/posts/705823447781991
https://www.facebook.com/284119176976/posts/10161346563891977
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Risk Assessment: High 

Potential Impact: A shared worry is the possible escalation of the war and the possibility of future 

NATO intervention. This ties to another concern - the extent to which NATO could provide security 

to its member states. The contested origin of the rockets that fell on Polish soil further sparks 

speculations on the subject, heightening the anti-NATO sentiments. Internally, Bulgaria is in a 

destabilizing political crisis and the topic of the war in Ukraine induces further social anxiety. Despite 

the clear statement of Jens Stoltenberg that future conflict on the territory of NATO members is 

highly unlikely, a significant part of Bulgarian society is still uncertain about the Alliance’s 

effectiveness. 

 

Original (Bulgarian) Machine Translation 

  

 

Suspicious activity on social media 

On 3 November, the day the Bulgarian Parliament voted in favor of sending weapons to Ukraine, several 

Facebook pages shared an image encouraging the Minister of Defense to mobilize all 176 MPs who 

voted in support of the proposal and send them to the front lines in Ukraine. Apart from one post 

published on the next day, the remaining five posts were all published between 6:34 and 7:52 PM on 

the same day. Initial examination of other similar posts by the pages suggest a possible case of 

coordinated behavior. However, further analysis will be conducted to corroborate these findings. 

 

https://www.mediapool.bg/svetovnite-medii-za-izborite-paraliza-ne-se-vizhda-krai-na-krizata-news340413.html
https://www.svobodnaevropa.bg/a/32133560.html
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The post(s) generated over 27K interactions, including more than 2.8K shares, with social media users 

commenting that this decision puts Bulgaria in a perilous position and agreeing that the pro-Ukrainian 

MPs who approved the provision of military assistance should be sent to Ukraine. Some users expressed 

anger and fear that their children could be mobilized, while others criticized the West, the EU, and US 

President Biden, specifically, for their involvement in the war. 

Another case of suspicious activity involved the month’s top post in terms of interactions. It appeared 

on November 5 on a Facebook page that commonly publishes content related to love, religion, and 

traditions. The post contained a fabricated statement allegedly made by Turkish President Recep 

Erdogan, which was loaded with strongly anti-American and pro-Russian messages. A day later, the 

fake quote appeared on fringe news websites and was subsequently shared on other pages within a very 

short time, including one of the pages involved some of the other identified suspicious activity. 

https://www.facebook.com/413573995486796/posts/2326245107552999
https://www.facebook.com/100044541484830/posts/657874085707302
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The fabricated quote was characterized by unnatural syntax, misspelled words, odd punctuation, and 

the use of Russian letters that do not appear in the Bulgarian alphabet. The same linguistic markers 

could be seen in other popular posts made during the period. These posts shared other characteristics, 

too: all of them contained disinformative quotes by world leaders such as Erdogan, Putin, or Orban; all 

were decidedly anti-Western, and most evoked feelings of fear (e.g. of poverty or nuclear war); almost 

all appeared on pages not specifically dedicated to politics or current affairs. These cases of possible 

coordinated inauthentic behavior will be examined in more detail in focused report.  

https://www.facebook.com/100063775770816/posts/516204533848735
https://www.facebook.com/100044541484830/posts/666241954870515
https://www.facebook.com/100044541484830/posts/657083315786379
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid0pwf6KJKDQcsZkE8bb2nD6FNLiqLG5qZWfx6pc448XU93R8pRDnccXCrz6R57DTmzl&id=100044541484830
https://www.facebook.com/372107446267607/posts/2947007252110934
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Czech Republic 

 

Analysts: 

 

 Kristina Sefcikova 
Prague Security Studies Institute 

  
 

   

 

Top Line Summary: 

● Anti-sanction narratives pushed by far-right parties such as Freedom and Direct 

Democracy party (SPD) were the most salient, making up 71% of the analyzed 

Facebook posts. Regarding the topic of increasing prices, they continually underplay 

the role of Russian weaponization of energy and rely on a strong anti-government 

rhetoric. 

● A lot of online attention was drawn by information about the training of Ukrainian 

soldiers in the Libavá military training area in the Czech Republic. Opposition parties 

present this as involving the Czech Republic in a war that is not theirs, while also 

using a large sum of taxpayer money. There is also a potential threat of increased 

distrust towards the government because of rushed statements made after the 

explosion in Poland and which could lessen support Ukraine. 

● A new survey shows that the Czech population’s support of Ukraine is slightly 

decreasing. More than half - 53% - still support aid for Ukrainian refugees, compared 

to 65% in March 2022. However, 45% are against this aid. Support for stopping 

energy supplies from Russia is growing and now the issue divides the population 

approximately in half - 48% want to stop, while 47% do not. Support for military 

supplies aid to Ukraine also slightly lowered from 61% in March to 53% in October, 

44% are against. 

Anti-Refugee: 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/krist%C3%ADna-%C5%A1ef%C4%8D%C3%ADkov%C3%A1-
https://www.seznamzpravy.cz/clanek/domaci-zivot-v-cesku-polovina-cechu-chce-odstrihnout-od-ruskych-energii-ukazuje-novy-pruzkum-219090
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Key Findings: The most popular posts belonged to Tomio Okamura, member of Parliament and leader 

of the far-right opposition party Freedom and Direct Democracy (SPD). In these posts, Okamura, like 

other right-wing politicians, accuses the government of not doing enough to support their own citizens 

and to manage the energy crisis. Allegedly, the government is only defending the interests of 

Washington, Brussels, and Kyiv. Okamura and others on the fa- right generally promote the stance that 

no more Ukrainian refugees should be accepted while Czechs are struggling to meet basic needs in the 

current economic situation. The alleged overwhelming burden was emphasized especially in connection 

to the public healthcare system and the government budget. Negative reactions were also provoked by 

an announcement by the Minister of the Interior, Vít Rakušan, who said that the Czech Republic will 

be able to accept another 150,000 refugees with the coming winter. 

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 59 59% 41 41% 

Twitter* NA NA NA NA 

Total 59 59% 41 41% 

*Twitter’s use is limited in the Czech Republic and not representative of the overall 

debate in society, therefore, it has not been analyzed to prevent potentially misleadnign 

results. 

 

Assessed Audience: SPD voters and other far-right supporters, general public 

Risk Assessment: Medium 

Potential Impact: Recent polls show that more than half of Czechs think the Czech Republic should 

continue to help Ukrainian refugees. However, this support is on a downward trajectory having lowered 

from 65% in March to 53% in October. Besides potentially fueling lowered solidarity towards refugees, 

hostile narratives can also undermine the government by attempting to portray it as one that looks after 

Ukrainian interests over its own citizens. This, combined with potential increased influx of refugees in 

the winter could increase political instability with support going to parties that take a more critical or 

openly hostile stance toward Ukraine. 

Original (Czech) Machine Translation 

  
Example of an image posted by Tomio Okamura & Radim Fiala of the SPD party on Facebook 

 

https://www.facebook.com/179497582061065/posts/6131852683492162
https://www.facebook.com/179497582061065/posts/6187772881233475
https://www.facebook.com/614434815422565/posts/2084993595033339
https://www.seznamzpravy.cz/clanek/domaci-zivot-v-cesku-zima-muze-vyhnat-do-ceska-dalsi-uprchliky-z-ukrajiny-stat-resi-jak-to-zvladnout-219036?fbclid=IwAR2K_5zxn4RunbMFAjVV4Fd1UGSbbsLy3d-eHsnNz6j-o62hAckT9dOex_g
https://www.seznamzpravy.cz/clanek/domaci-zivot-v-cesku-polovina-cechu-chce-odstrihnout-od-ruskych-energii-ukazuje-novy-pruzkum-219090#dop_ab_variant=0&dop_source_zone_name=zpravy.sznhp.box&source=hp&seq_no=3&utm_campaign=abtest204_kontrolni_AA_SID_varAA&utm_medium=z-boxiku&utm_source=www.seznam.cz
https://www.facebook.com/179497582061065/posts/6131852683492162
https://www.facebook.com/117787408240075/posts/5999310556754368
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Anti-Sanction: 

 

Key Findings: Anti-sanction narratives were dominant in the monitored period, spread mainly by 

members of Freedom and Direct Democracy (SPD). Regarding the topic of increasing prices, they 

continually underplay the role of the Russian weaponization of energy and rely on strong anti-

government rhetoric. They claim the government of Petr Fiala (ODS) is to blame for inflation and that 

his priority is supporting Ukraine and continuing the armed conflict above Czech interests.  

This messaging was intensified in response to the training of Ukrainian soldiers in the Libavá military 

training area in eastern Czech Republic. The far-right politicians argue it will cost Czech taxpayers 

almost a billion Czech Crowns (~€41 million) while Czech citizens and businesses receive no help in 

facing the economic crisis. An alleged lack of support for big businesses in comparison to the 

neighboring countries was another frequent line of messaging from extremist politicians.  

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 29 29% 71 71% 

Twitter* NA NA NA NA 

Total 29 29% 71 71% 

*Twitter’s use is limited in the Czech Republic and not representative of the overall 

debate in society, therefore, it has not been analyzed to prevent potentially misleadnign 

results. 

 

Assessed Audience: far-right and other opposition parties, general public 

Risk Assessment: Medium-High 

Potential Impact: With recent polls showing that 66% of Czechs think the government does not do 

enough to address high energy prices, there is a receptive audience to narratives that explain the 

increased costs of living through sanctions or other government policies, especially in connection to the 

sensitive topic of providing military support. There is potential for increased political instability which 

could weaken support for the government’s policies, including those in support of Ukraine. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/179497582061065/posts/6169701519707278
https://www.seznamzpravy.cz/clanek/domaci-zivot-v-cesku-ukrajinsti-vojaci-budou-cvicit-ve-vojenskem-prostoru-libava-219822
https://www.facebook.com/937443906286455/posts/5890249101005886
https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/souhlas-s-demonstracemi/r~ab6f93385f2a11ed82b7ac1f6b220ee8/
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Anti-NATO: 

 

Key findings: Following the errant missile that fell in Poland on 16 November, opposition parties 

criticized both the government and Ukraine for calling for retaliation on Russia without all the evidence 

being reviewed. This was portrayed as confirmation that they are seeking to escalate the conflict and 

incite direct military involvement of NATO. This fed into a more general narrative which blames the 

West for trying to start  World War Three. However, the biggest attention during November was drawn 

by information about the training of Ukrainian soldiers in the Libavá military training area. Opposition 

parties presented this as dragging Czechs into a war that is not theirs, on top of that for a big sum of 

taxpayers’ money.    

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 50 50% 50 50% 

Twitter* NA NA NA NA 

Total 50 50% 50 50% 

*Twitter’s use is limited in the Czech Republic and not representative of the overall 

debate in society, therefore, it has not been analyzed to prevent potentially misleadnign 

results. 

 

Assessed Audience: Opposition supporters, right-wing supporters  

Risk Assessment: Medium 

Potential Impact: According to recent polling, more than half of Czechs fear that the current war in 

Ukraine will spill over into global conflict, with supporters of oppositions parties, SPD and ANO, 

were most fearful. There is a potential threat of increased distrust towards the government because of 

rushed statements after the explosion in Poland and which have lessened support for aid to Ukraine. 

Generally, the topic of military aid is sensitive and feeds into a wide pacifist narrative of peace at any 

cost. SPD is also trying to gain political advantage based on the fact that they were the only 

parliamentary party that voted against the training of Ukrainian soldiers. As support for governing 

party coalition, SPOLU, decreases and anxiety and fatigue about the war grows there is a greater 

opportunity for political parties less supportive of Ukraine to gain political momentum and put 

pressure on the government to change its course vis-à-vis Ukraine. 

https://www.facebook.com/132646248984558/posts/46095075615410478915
https://www.facebook.com/132646248984558/posts/46095075615410478915
https://www.seznamzpravy.cz/clanek/domaci-zivot-v-cesku-ukrajinsti-vojaci-budou-cvicit-ve-vojenskem-prostoru-libava-219822
https://www.facebook.com/179497582061065/posts/6169701519707278
https://www.idnes.cz/zpravy/domaci/valka-cesko-ukrajina-rusko-strach.A221117_200633_domaci_javu
https://www.facebook.com/179497582061065/posts/6193310644013032
https://www.politico.eu/europe-poll-of-polls/czech-republic/
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Original (Czech) Machine Translation 
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Lithuania 

 

Analyst: 

 

 Urte Andriukaitytė  
Civic Resilience Initiative 

   

 

Top Line Summary: 

• A Lithuanian initiative has bought  marine drones for Ukraine. Lithuanian journalist 

Andrius Tapinas, who had previously raised funds for the Bayraktar drone for Ukraine, 

shared it on Twitter: “It is official. Lithuanians bought a marine drone for Ukraine for 

$250 000.[...]”.  

• Lithuania’s Foreign Minister Gabrielius Landsbergis gave an interview for CNN, 

covering  the errant missiles that fell in Poland, claiming that “the Russian attacks are 

becoming riskier; they are targeting locations closer to the NATO border; therefore, I 

think it’s almost inevitable that we will see more of these sort of events, incidents also 

on NATO territory.” At the end of the month, the Foreign Minister, together with fellow 

ministers of the Baltic and Nordic neighbor countries, visited Ukraine, meeting 

president Volodymyr Zelensky. Landsbergis emphasized the necessity to continue 

providing help to Ukraine until the official victory in the war.  

• Lithuanian non-profit, non-governmental organization CRI (Civic Resilience 

Initiative) issued a public and easily accessible toolkit on how to fight disinformation. 

Investigating what the most prevalent propaganda narratives in the Baltic region’s news 

outlets in the Russian language are, CRI has presented debunked disinformation with 

examples, thus increasing citizens’ resilience to fake information and cleaning 

currently incredibly fragile information space. 

Anti-Refugee: 

 

Key Findings: In November, the general references to refugees, as well as anti-refugee content, 

continued to decline. When compared to the other tracked topics, references to refugees also account 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/urt%C4%97-andriukaityt%C4%97/
https://twitter.com/AndriusTapinas/status/1593146162517016576?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1593146162517016576%7Ctwgr%5Ec2b6d69177a612fe4e681f83f852d4e5f771f6a5%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eurointegration.com.ua%2Feng%2Fnews%2F2022%2F11%2F17%2F7150828%2F
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBIDkF7sE_E
https://www.lrt.lt/naujienos/pasaulyje/6/1832080/landsbergis-po-susitikimo-su-zelenskiu-parama-ukrainai-pades-greiciau-laimeti-kara
https://cri.lt/2022/11/18/cri-kovos-su-dezinformacija-priemoniu-rinkinys-kaip-neapsigauti/
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for a small proportion of references. Mentions of refugees and anti-refugee narratives in Lithuania 

peaked soon after the Russian invasion when Ukrainians were forced to flee their country. National 

broadcaster LRT has published a public survey which reveals that Lithuanians’ hostility towards 

refugees has decreased and has grown towards Russians. During the reporting period, quite a lot of 

independent media channels have even published articles where Ukrainian refugees are being pictured 

as rescuing specific businesses due to the lack of workforce in the country. However, if a suddenly 

increased number of Ukrainians is forced to leave their country again (due to intensified bombings, 

unbearable conditions, etc.), it is likely this will be widely exploited by anti-immigrant and pro-Russian 

actors, and the narrative will reemerge again. 

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 66 96% 3 4% 

Twitter* NA NA NA NA 

Total 66 96% 3 4% 

*Twitter’s use is limited  and not representative of the overall debate in society, 

therefore, it has not been analyzed to prevent potentially misleadnign results. 

 

Assessed Audience: Followers of Kremlin-aligned sources 

Potential Impact: The vast majority of the most interacted with Facebook posts reviewed is either 

supportive or at least neutral towards Ukrainian refugees. However, hostile anti-immigrant narratives 

such as Ukrainians perceived inability to integrate into Lithuanian society or that Ukrainians are 

stealing jobs from Lithuanians, are still present. The effect of immigrants and financial support for the 

newcomers are also closely associated with the local economic hardships. If the general economic 

situation worsens, it is likely to accelerate the hostile narratives against the refugees. 

Risk Assessment: Low 

Anti-Sanction: 

 

Key Findings: During November the trend of anti-sanction narratives held similar relevance during the 

monitored period, mostly in its close relationship with broader criticisms of the government and its 

perceived role in price increases in the country. However, the amount of social media posts 

spreading this narrative decreased visibly (lesser numbers visible in the breakdown of top stories 

below). Anti-sanction narratives have been present since the first sanctions were applied on Russia, 

https://www.lrt.lt/naujienos/lietuvoje/2/1822311/apklausa-lietuviu-priesiskumas-pabegeliams-sumenko-taciau-ugtelejo-rusams
https://www.tv3.lt/naujiena/verslas/lietuvoje-truksta-darbuotoju-nebeuztenka-nei-lietuviu-nei-tukstanciu-ukrainieciu-n1200083
https://www.tv3.lt/naujiena/verslas/lietuvoje-truksta-darbuotoju-nebeuztenka-nei-lietuviu-nei-tukstanciu-ukrainieciu-n1200083
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with the common statement that the ‘sanctions hurt the West more than Russia’ being a primary line of 

this argument. The same argument is being used when the electricity crisis and the price increase for 

heating/gas are being portrayed as direct consequences of the previously imposed sanctions. However, 

the absolute majority of posts  analyzed during this reporting period factually covered the situation of 

electricity in Ukraine instead of focusing on Lithuania’s struggles. Despite the decreased salience of the 

anti-sanction  narrative, there are examples with significant interactions online that combine blaming 

the government of Lithuania for poor competencies together with a ‘unreasonable sanctions” narrative. 

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 44 100% 0 0% 

Twitter* NA NA NA NA 

Total 44 100% 0 0% 

*Twitter’s use is limited  and not representative of the overall debate in society, therefore, 

it has not been analyzed to prevent potentially misleadnign results. 

 

Assessed Audience: Followers of Kremlin-aligned sources, Opposition Party Supporters 

Potential Impact: As the winter season starts and the prices of electricity/heating hits the people of 

Lithuania, concerns around energy costs are still likely to increase and hold the potential to accelerate 

the growth of anti-sanction messaging. During this reporting period, lower engagement of anti-sanction 

messages is slightly surprising and goes against initial forecasts. However, the first weeks of wintertime 

will show if this trend holds.  

Risk Assessment: Low 

Anti-NATO: 

 

Key Findings: Of the three monitored topics, references to NATO narratives became the most active 

of the three monitored topics, as the deadly explosion in Poland forced discussions about a possible 

NATO response. The majority of content presented general commentary about NATO and were not 

assessed to be hostile in nature. However, the situation in Poland presented a potential shift in anti-

NATO messaging. While the previously dominate anti-NATO narrative was related to fears of 

escalation into World War Three or presenting it as an untrustworthy and provocative organization, 

now, the primary argument was its ineffectiveness and incapability of making decisions. Kremlin-

aligned media used the incident in Poland to question the reliability and even dignity of NATO and the 
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alliance‘s members, claiming that there was a conspiracy (laisvaslaikrastis.lt) to legitimately involve 

NATO in the war. Moreover, such claims were backed up with purely anti-NATO sentiments, stating 

that the alliance is an aggressive organization rather than a defensive security guarantee for its members. 

A Facebook page that is viewed as sympathetic to the Kremlin line, Respublika.lt (70,000+ followers) 

is an example (presented below) for  anti-NATO reactions after the incident in Poland, as most of the 

comments discouraging support for Ukraine, as it would be safer to step back from this war. 

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 91 91% 9 9% 

Twitter* NA NA NA NA 

Total 91 91% 9 9% 

*Twitter’s use is limited  and not representative of the overall debate in society, 

therefore, it has not been analyzed to prevent potentially misleadnign results. 

 

Assessed Audience: Followers of Kremlin-aligned sources, Opposition Party Supporters, indecisive 

NATO audience and potential new followers of the idea 

Potential Impact: While the general support for NATO remains high, recent events raised questions 

about NATO activities and its role as a region‘s guarantor of security. The lack of immediate and visible 

reaction to the rocket impact in Poland might affect the audiences that have been neutral towards NATO. 

Moreover, the recent political maneuvering by opposition parties against the leader of the ruling 

Homeland Union party, Foreign Minister Gabrielius Landsbergis, raised doubts about the country‘s 

foreign policy. Even though the opposition’s interpellation failed, the increase in political instability 

provides an opportunity to be exploited by anti-Western and anti-establishment political actors that 

could disrupt the countries current pro-Ukraine and pro-NATO foreign policy. 

Risk Assessment: Medium 

Take Note: In Lithuania motions of interpellation are similar to no-confidence rulings in other 

parliaments and have been initiated by opposition parties in an attempt to weaken the current 

government. The opposition has harshly criticized not only the Foreign Minister but all of the cabinet 

while stating that “Lithuania’s foreign policy has become unpredictable under the current government.” 

Landsbergis became the fourth member of the current cabinet to face an interpellation in the parliament, 

while the opposition has mentioned preparing two more (Energy Minister Dainius Kreivys and Minister 

of Environment Simonas Gentvilas). The high number of interpellations is one indication of the current 

disunity in the parliament. Keeping in mind that Lithuania is not immune from the increasing populist 

trends across Europe, these ongoing and constantly increasing tensions between the government and 

opposition parties have the potential to destabilize the political landscape of Lithuania. 
  

https://www.lrt.lt/naujienos/lietuvoje/2/1826076/dar-viena-opozicijos-nesekme-landsbergio-interpeliacija-nepavyko
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Poland 

 

Analysts: 

 

 Michał Krawczyk 
Kosciuszko Institute 

   

 

Top Line Summary: 

● On 15 November a missile fell on Przewodow in Eastern Poland, a village just a few 

kilometers from the border with Ukraine. According to high-level officials, it was most 

likely an accident involving a stray missile fired by Ukrainian air defense, that failed 

to reach its Russian target. Initially, the accident unleashed a flood of speculations and 

contradictory reporting, including disinformation. 

● The missile incident has been used to spread anti-Ukrainian messages across the three 

analyzed areas - focused on refugees, sanctions, and NATO. Pro-Russian 

disinformation sources started, from the first moments after the incident, to blame 

Ukraine, NATO, or the United States, and portray it as a planned attempt to drag Poland 

and NATO into war. 

● Poles want Ukrainian refugees to contribute to their cost of living in Poland. According 

to a survey conducted by IBRIS, a majority (57.7%) of Poles support at least partial 

payment for the stay of Ukrainians, while 62% of respondents in favor of the policy 

were supporters of the government, only slightly less, 56%, were voters of opposition 

parties. 

Anti-Refugee: 

 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/michal-krawczyk-773157178/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/nov/16/poland-president-missile-strike-probably-ukrainian-stray
https://wgospodarce.pl/informacje/120013-nowy-sondaz-ukraincy-maja-placic
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Key Findings: References to refugees in monitored media during November were marked by multiple 

spikes, however, the largest occurred in the days following November 15 when the Ukrainian missile 

accidentally fell on Poland. There was less fluctuation regarding potentially hostile content. This 

remained at similar average levels before and after 15 November as before the missile incident. This 

provides an indication more general comments about the war in Ukraine were initiated by the accident, 

but it did not appear to translate to increased hostility toward refugees.  

However, limited attempts to connect anti-refugee narratives with the missile incident were observed. 

According to them, the missile strike was a part of a deliberate Ukrainian attack on Poland, which 

should have negative consequences for Ukrainians living in Poland. Much of this content has been 

produced by sources connected to far-right political parties or by well-known anti-Ukrainian online 

media outlets. 

Instead, the more prominent potentially hostile narratives were driven by debates on the cost of hosting 

Ukrainians in Poland.  Some sources critical of the Ukrainian refugees were exaggerating the 'living 

costs' of the refugees borne by Polish society, which they claimed was a major factor behind the current 

economic crisis. Attempts to link the topic of refugees to the European Union were also detected. In 

these messages the EU is accused of failing to provide financial assistance to Poland, despite the burden 

of several million refugees from Ukraine on the country. 

Among the messages analyzed, it is also possible to see attempts to create fear and insecurity among 

the public by threatening another wave of refugees in 2023, which is expected to exacerbate the 

economic crisis. 

In an interesting example, Polish help towards refugees and Ukraine has been criticized in the context 

of Antony Blinken’s statement. The US Secretary of State listed Poland among the countries that still 

have the most to do in terms of compensation or restitution processes concerning property formerly 

owned by Jewish citizens. This triggered far-right circles to portray it as an example of US exploitation 

of Poland where Poland bears the costs of financial aid to refugees and arming Ukraine, while receiving 

criticism instead of gratitude from Washington. All this has been placed in the context of anti-US and 

antisemitic sentiments. The messages were disseminated by, among others, a Facebook page of National 

Movement Party (pl. Ruch Narodowy)  with 160,000+ likes, gaining around 50,000 video views.    

Original (Polish) Machine Translation 

  

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1778050735886494
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1778050735886494
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Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 81 81% 19 19% 

Twitter 82 82% 18 18% 

Total 163 81.5% 37 18.5% 

 

Assessed Audience: Far-Right Political Groups, Pro-Russian Groups 

Risk Assessment: Medium 

Potential Impact: Although the preponderance of content about refugees is positive, we see a 

consistent level of potentially hostile narratives. Analyzing the posts containing these narratives, we 

can see that they resonate most with anti-Ukrainian circles in the case of Twitter and with the general 

public in the case of Facebook. This gives rise to a dangerous mix when we consider the emerging 

"war fatigue", the increasing economic and energy crisis which is being linked by many to the 

presence of such a large number of refugees in Poland. Recent polling results have shown that the 

wave of support for Ukrainian refugees is subsiding among Poles, thereby providing potentially fertile 

ground for anti-refugee narratives to flourish. In addition to putting pressure on politicians to continue 

to overwhelmingly support Ukraine and its refugees, there is a broader risk that anti-refugee narratives 

can serve as a means of far-right political parties to increase support ahead of upcoming elections. 
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Anti-Sanction: 

 

Key Findings: Mentions of sanctions across the monitored media have continued a steady decline, 

however, there was some increases in general references around the missile incident of November 15. 

In general there has not been a significant uptick in the proportion of potentially anti-sanction messaging 

with it hovering around 23%. Similar proportions were observed when analyzing the top 100 most 

engaged with social media posts which resulted in 21% of messaging being assessed as hostile toward 

the sanctions.  

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 91 91% 9 9% 

Twitter 67 67% 33 33% 

Total 138 79% 42 21% 

 

The majority of potentially hostile narratives were referencing the economic crisis. These primarily 

blamed Kyiv for Poland having to bear the costs of its refugees and the financial impact the war has 

had on the Polish economy. Poland often being portrayed as the biggest loser of the war, with the 

ordinary people seen as victims of misguided Polish policies related to the war.  

The subject of sanctions is also referenced in narratives that alleged that the sanctions are designed to 

economically benefit of the United States. They claim that the US profits from reduced Polish imports 

of energy resources from Russia, by increasing its energy exports and dictating its own terms. 

Among the top 100 popular posts were also those using completely false information, e.g. talking 

about Poland's free fuel supplies to Ukraine being behind the high prices at petrol stations or claiming 

that the war was planned by 'elites' to trigger migration and divide Ukraine into two spheres of 

influence. 

An attempt to promote an anti-Ukrainian slogan on Twitter “Polska w ruinie dzięki Ukrainie” (eng. 

Poland in ruins thanks to Ukraine) was also observed. This slogan was pushed by multiple anti-

Ukrainian Twitter users, however it did not gain any significant traction at this point. However, any 

attempts at coordinated artificial amplification of this, and other anti-Ukrainian messaging, should 

continue to be monitored.  
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Assessed Audience: Supporters of Konfederacja party, general public 

Risk Assessment: Medium 

Potential Impact: While there is little risk of reducing support for sanctions and the economic fallout 

on Russia, the deepening economic and energy crisis is leading to more voices calling for a reduction 

in economic aid for refugees from Ukraine. This may increase susceptibility to the anti-refugee 

narratives propagated by far-right parties, which may be an important development  in the context of 

the upcoming parliamentary elections.   

Anti-NATO: 

 

Key Findings: Predictably, references to NATO recorded a significant peak during and after the 

missile incident on Nov. 15. This incident dominated the messages related to NATO. However, as 

was the case with anti-refugees references, this peak did not significantly increase the proportion of 

potentially hostile narratives, which accounted for less than 8% of the total mentions in November. 

Even at its peak on Nov. 15, the potentially hostile messages only made up 10.4% of the overall 

mentions. This provides one indication that intense discussion around the incident did not result in a 

higher level of negative messages regarding NATO or military aid to Ukraine.  

The conversation around NATO-related topics has been dominated by the missile incident in Poland. 

This event triggered a flood of speculation and conjecture. The poor information policy of the Polish 

government likely provided space to the speculation and potential conspiracy theories as their first 

official release of information came hours after the incident. This created an information void, which 

was filled by many online sources that often don’t require time to fact-check and investigate stories, 

including those spreading disinformation, misinformation, and pro-Russian propaganda.  

Among the potentially hostile content, we can see two main trends. The first was presenting the missile 

incident as a Ukrainian or American provocation with an objective to drag Poland and NATO into a 

direct war with Russia. This was disseminated by Polish right-wing portals like wprawo.pl (32k+ 

followers) which stated in a post that the missile strike was a planned Ukrainian provocation to drag 

NATO into war.  

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/100064165504839/posts/504168881731958
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Original (Polish) Machine Translation 

  

The second trend, which has been more visible, calls President Zelensky’s a liar by presenting his denial 

that the missile that hit Eastern Poland belonged to Ukraine next statements to the contrary by Presidents 

Biden and Duda. By doing this, they are trying to undermine all statements by Zelensky and Ukrainian 

officials since the start of the war. This unfortunate statement by Zelensky has created an opportunity 

for pro-Russian and anti-Ukrainian actors to spread doubts about the credibility of the Ukrainian regime 

and has the potential to undermine wider support for Ukraine.       

One of the source to use Zelensky’s statement is the far-right Ruch Narodowy party, which made 13  

posts on their regional Facebook pages stating that Ukrainians are lying and Poland should demand an 

apology and compensation from Kyiv.  

  

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=509637897861978&set=a.143151854510586
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Original (Polish) Machine translation 

  

 

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 89 89% 11 11% 

Twitter 86 86% 14 14% 

Total 175 87.5% 25 12.5% 

 

Assessed Audience: Pro-Russian Groups, Conspiracy Followers 

Risk Assessment: Low 

Potential Impact: The potential impact of these narratives is very limited and largely confined to the 

small section of society that holds pro-Russian views. Attempts to spread anti-NATO views amongst 

a wider audience are not effective and are not predicted to have an impact in the foreseeable future.  
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Romania 

 

Analysts: 

 

 Madalina Voinea 
Expert Forum 

   

 

Top Line Summary: 

● US State Secretary Blinken was in Romania in order to attend the NATO Foreign 

Ministers’ Meeting. The focus of the meeting was the discussion surrounding increased 

support for Ukraine, in the context of the Russian invasion and NATO’s strategic plans 

to assure security for its member country. 

● According to McKinsey’s Consumer Sentiment Survey, conducted in November 2022 

Romania’s consumer confidence is among the lowest in the region, high inflation being 

the top concern with the Russian invasion of Ukraine coming in second. 

 

Anti-Refugee: 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/voinea-madalina-51942b134/
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/europe/romanian-consumers-in-budget-squeeze-as-they-adapt-to-increasing-uncertainty
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/europe/romanian-consumers-in-budget-squeeze-as-they-adapt-to-increasing-uncertainty
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Key Findings: In November, the general references to refugees, as well as anti-refugee content, 

continued to be at a relatively low level, and receive the lowest number of references when compared 

to the other monitored topics of sanctions and NATO. The general concern, however, was Romania’s 

ability to continue its financial support to refugees. A story about a local priest whose association was 

unable to help Ukrainian refugees due to needs of Romanian mothers and children is typical of the main 

lines of argument against further support for refugees. Most of the messaging is not rooted in 

xenophobia, but rather domestic economic concerns. It is one indicator that fatigue and worsening 

economic situation in Romania is the primary driver of messaging critical of Ukrainian refugees. 

War fatigue is in place in Romania and there are increased calls for further support from the EU to 

alleviate some of the burden on domestic resources. The EU has been used as the context for further 

refugee related narratives, as the decision on whether Romania should be admitted to the Schengen area 

has been a focal point. There is a popular sentiment that the EU should grant Romania, and Bulgaria, 

access to the Schengen area in recognition for how they have managed the influx of Ukrainian refugees 

in their territory. Romania has often been referred to as the “guardian of the EU’s door” that should be 

rewarded for its efforts with Schengen admission.  

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 89 89% 11 11% 

Twitter* NA NA NA NA 

Total 89 89% 11 11% 

*Twitter’s use is limited  and not representative of the overall debate in society, 

therefore, it has not been analyzed to prevent potentially misleadnign results. 

 

Assessed Audience: General Audience. There is general doubt and uncertainty about Romania’s 

economic situation among the population. As the McKinsey report highlighted, Romanian consumers 

try to adapt to rising prices, putting in question how much longer they can support the refugees.  

Potential Impact: With the economic outlook remaining the biggest concern for Romanians this 

winter, it is important to highlight that the relative levels of anti-refugee messaging remain very low. 

The Romanian general public continues to have an overwhelmingly positive view of the Ukrainian 

refugees; however, internal economic concerns and domestic poverty levels remain a potential issue 

that can be exploited by actors seeking to undermine support for Ukraine.  

Risk Assessment: Low-Medium 

 

  

https://focuspress.ro/de-ce-nu-mai-primeste-preotul-banu-refugiati-la-techirghiol-efortul-nostru-se-va-concentra-doar-pe-cazurile-mamelor-si-copiilor-din-romania-aflati-in-dificultate/
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/europe/romanian-consumers-in-budget-squeeze-as-they-adapt-to-increasing-uncertainty
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Anti-Sanction: 

 
Key Findings: The media monitoring data from Romania continues to show that general and potentially 

hostile references to sanctions are closely correlated. When general references increase so too do the 

potentially hostile references. This provides some indication that potentially hostile messaging is not 

driven but specific incidences but, instead, is part of the more general conversation. Analysis of the 

content shows that much of the content that is potentially hostile toward the sanctions are related to 

more general economic concerns such as inflation. Apart from isolated messages that were directly 

against sanctions due to fear of retaliation and punishment from Russia, most of the anti-sanctions 

messaging was placing blame on the EU for economic problems faced in the region. Romania is often 

portrayed as a puppet of the West and sources producing critical or openly hostile content question why 

the country is struggling despite having so many natural resources. 

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 95 95% 5 5% 

Twitter* NA NA NA NA 

Total 95 95% 5 5% 

*Twitter’s use is limited  and not representative of the overall debate in society, 

therefore, it has not been analyzed to prevent potentially misleadnign results. 

 

Assessed Audience: general public, anti-systemic groups. The target of the evolving anti-sanction 

narrative is the general population which is already stricken by fear of economic crisis. However, the 

content is most effective in the anti-globalist, anti-EU and anti-NATO groups. Supporters of this 

narrative are mostly nationalists that are also supporters of far-right parties.  

Potential Impact: As the anti-sanction messaging is closely linked to the economic situation the 

evolution of narratives hostile to the sanctions is largely dependent on economic factors such as cost-

of-living and poverty. With the current economic struggles expected to continue well in to 2023 there 

is an increased potential for anti-systemic political actors, particularly from the far-right, to exploit the 

situation to increase their support. Responses by the EU and the Romanian government’s handling of 

the economic situation is going to significantly impact the levels of anti-sanction related narratives and 

their receptiveness. Despite some gains by the far-right during the summer the fear of significant 

challenge to the government from political actors opposed to supporting Ukraine remain limited. 

Risk Assessment: Medium 
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Anti-NATO: 

 

Key Findings: The errant missile that fell in Polish territory on Nov. 15 and the NATO Foreign 

Ministers meeting in Bucharest on Nov 29-30 caused spikes in NATO related content, however the 

overall references to NATO were largely positive. The proportion of potentially hostile content in the 

monitored media space dropped from nearly 25% in October down to 18% in November. The NATO 

meeting in Bucharest provided the context for the majority of anti-NATO messaging with calls for a 

focus on domestic issues rather than foreign interventionism. 

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 81 81% 19 19% 

Twitter* NA NA NA NA 

Total 81 81% 19 19% 

*Twitter’s use is limited  and not representative of the overall debate in society, 

therefore, it has not been analyzed to prevent potentially misleadnign results. 

  

Assessed Audience: Supporters of the far right and other anti-systemic political movements.  

Potential Impact: With the majority of content continuing to portray NATO positively and hostile 

content limited to established anti-Western leaning sources there is limited risk to support for NATO. 

However, increased concerns around Romania being portrayed as a pawn for Western leaders in the 

Alliance have the potential to incite political opportunists to exploit this narrative for their gain. 

Currently, this is being driven by extremist parties on the far-right, however, cracks in political unity 

amongst the political mainstream could encourage others to increase criticism of NATO and weaken 

support for NATO and Romania’s policies toward Ukraine amongst the general public. 

Risk Assessment: Low 
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Slovakia 
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Top Line Summary: 

● Representatives of far-right opposition parties such as The Republic or Slovak National 

Party present NATO as the real aggressor who is leading a proxy war against Russia 

and does not care about Ukrainians. Numerous Slovak media outlets published Russian 

Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov’s claims about active involvement of the USA and 

NATO in the war.  

● Sanctions themselves are not an overly polarizing topic and are mostly included in a 

more general criticism of the government which allegedly does not care about its 

citizens and energy prices. 

● The topic of refugees does not resonate strongly with the general public. Anti-refugee 

narratives were promoted almost exclusively by extremist political actors, the hostile 

messaging is scarce and fragmented. 

 

Anti-Refugee: 

 

Key Findings: The topic of refugees is not overly polarizing with the proportion of potentially hostile 

content compared to more general references to refugees at 13% during November. Selective posts with 

limited reach try to sow panic about big waves of refugees as a result of the coming winter, however, 

this sentiment remains largely confined to ultra-nationalist circles. Attempts to portray support for 

Ukrainian refugees as an “extremist liberal” agenda being pushed by President Zuzana Čaputová  has 

received broader support with main opposition social-democratic SMER-SD party joining similar 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/krist%C3%ADna-%C5%A1ef%C4%8D%C3%ADkov%C3%A1-
https://www.facebook.com/100064359270621/posts/504578278364144
https://www.facebook.com/100064531731008/posts/500444605449926
https://www.facebook.com/100063462289777/posts/575639877894750
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messaging from the ultra-nationalist Slovak National Party. Additional narratives have tried to present 

the refugees as puppets and victims of a war of aggression incited by NATO or the West in general.  

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 84 84% 16 16% 

Twitter* NA NA NA NA 

Total 84 84% 16 16% 

*Technical issues prevented Twitter data from being analyzed 

 

Assessed Audience: Far-right and far-left supporters 

Risk Assessment: Low 

Potential Impact: The topic of refugees does not resonate strongly with the general public. Anti-

refugee narratives were promoted almost exclusively by extremist political actors, the hostile messaging 

is scarce and fragmented. However, the winter brings the possibility of a further influx of refugees to 

Slovakia. The fear of additional refugees has been presented in mainstream media and if combined with 

particularly harsh winter conditions and continuing economic woes could increase the resonance of 

anti-refugee messaging amongst the general public. 

Original (Slovak) Machine Translation 

  
Example of image posted by the Slovak National Party’s Facebook page. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/100044415100098/posts/705876497569514
https://www.facebook.com/100064359270621/posts/503595055129133
https://www.facebook.com/100044415100098/posts/70https:/www.facebook.com/100044415100098/posts/7058764975695145876497569514
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Anti-Sanction: 

 

Key Findings: The sanctions topic was not a salient topic in November with much of the conversation 

linked to more general discussions about the war in Ukraine and the missile that accidentally landed in 

Poland on Nov. 15. The potentially hostile narratives were largely confined to a few pages known for 

spreading disinformation and in posts of far-right ultra-nationalist groups. The Slovak National Party 

exploited the sanctions topic only to criticize the government for not caring about its citizens and the 

struggles of citizens related to energy prices. A narrative of blaming the West for using false pretexts 

to slow down economic cooperation and impose sanctions in general also appeared.  

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 85 85% 15 15% 

Twitter* NA NA NA NA 

Total 85 85% 15 15% 

*Technical issues prevented Twitter data from being analyzed 

 

Assessed Audience: Far-right supporters 

Risk Assessment: Low 

Potential Impact: Sanctions themselves are not an overly polarizing topic and are mostly included in 

a more general criticism of the government. However, continued criticism of the government and 

implications that it cares more about Ukrainians than Slovak citizens has the potential to undermine the 

current government’s policies. The fact that the main opposition party uses this line of attack against 

the government raises the risk, but it is still assessed to be relatively low. Increased political instability 

could further erode support for the sanctions and for Ukraine more generally.  

https://www.facebook.com/100044415100098/posts/693064772184020
https://www.facebook.com/107618950706191/posts/674757763992304
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Anti-NATO: 

 

Key Findings: References to NATO saw an expected spike related to the missile incident in Poland 

on Nov. 15 as well as the Alliance’s Foreign Ministers meeting in Bucharest at the end of the month. 

The increased coverage did not present a noticeable increase in the proportion of coverage that was 

hostile. The proportion of potentially hostile coverage compared to more general references to NATO 

in monitored media dropped from 21% in October to 17% in November. However, the top 100 

Facebook posts analyzed presented a higher proportion with 38% of the posts containing hostile 

messaging. This was largely driven by representatives of far-right opposition parties such as The 

Republic or Slovak National Party who present NATO as the real aggressor who is leading a proxy 

war against Russia and does not care about Ukrainians. Ukraine is allegedly just strategic material and 

cannon fodder for NATO’s ambitions. Claims by Russian Foreign Minister, Sergey Lavrov, that the 

war could have been avoided if NATO did not expand to the East promote a well established Russian 

talking point, but still appeared in numerous Slovak media outlets. In addition to his statements on 

NATO expansions, he also claimed that NATO and the US are already directly participating in the 

war since they have provided military supplies to Ukraine. Historian and founder of a left-wing 

movement called Socialists Eduard Chmelár also used the missile explosion in Poland as a pretext to 

criticize Kyiv for alleged dangerous provocation and trying to drag NATO into the war.  

Breakdown of Top 100 Engaged Content by Platform 

Platform Not Hostile Hostile 

Facebook 62 62% 38 38% 

Twitter* NA NA NA NA 

Total 62 62% 38 38% 

*Technical issues prevented Twitter data from being analyzed 

Assessed Audience: Supporters of opposition and far-right parties 

Risk Assessment: Medium 

Potential Impact: With anti-NATO narratives mainly concentrated on the far-right, significant 

influence on the opinion of the general public on NATO is not expected. These narratives are mostly 

attractive to people already sympathetic to anti-Western perspectives. However, since Slovakia shares 

a border with Ukraine, Slovaks might question military support for Ukraine out of a more direct fear of 

involvement in the war, especially in the light of the missile incident in Poland. 

https://www.facebook.com/100064359270621/posts/504578278364144
https://www.facebook.com/100064531731008/posts/500444605449926
https://www.facebook.com/100064866933402/posts/507208768118017
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